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ABSTRACT

1 Recent theoretical and experimental work.in the conducting
po ymers area is reviewed. The speclflC tOP1CS to be di scu s seo
~~e: 1) General experimental aspects of the synthesis and doping
conJugated polymers, 2) Electronic prope~tles of doped conju-

gated polymers, 3) Conducting polymer Solutlons, 4) Polyacetylene
~pectroscopy, 5) Theoretical prediction of electronic and e l ec-
/oChemical properties of conjugated polymers and 6) Charged
efect formation and transport in doped polymers.
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The conducting polymers area has experienced phenomenal growth
over the past few years. Interest began with the di scovery(I)
that polyacetyl ene, PA, cou 1d be "doped" with elect ron acceptors
and elect ron donors to conduct i vity 1eve 1s (-1000 S/cm) approach.
ing those of some metal s and comparable to those obtained with
organic charge transfer crystals (2). The latter is especially
important since it was obvious that doped PA is highly dis-
ordered, compared to the si ngl e-crystal charge transfer com-
plexes, and would probably provide a tortuous path for carrier
transport. Interest, both theoretical and experimental, expanded
rapidly. The list of effective dopants for polyacetylene .
grew(3), drawing from the rather extensive work on dopants In the
1ntercalated graphite area(4). Electrochemical doping of poly-
acetylene was demonstrated by Nigrey et al.(5) in 1979; thi s work
lead to interest in the application of conducting polymers In
rechargeable batteries(6,7). Theoretical work on po1yacetylene
grew in concert with the heavy experimental effort(8-10). ThlS
work benifited from the extensive theoretical work on polyenes
dat inq back over several decades. Particularly notable inthlS
regard is the 1962 work of Pople and Walmsley(ll), who antlCl'
pated many of the important and interesting aspects of neutral
and charged defect formation in polyacety1ene.

A significant breakthrough occurred in 1979 with the dis-
~ove~y(12) that poly (p-p heny 1ene), PPP, cou 1d be doped to con-
uctlVlty levels quite comparable to those obtained in the
Pol . . thatyacetylene, PA, system This discovery was lmportant in
it demonstrated the nonuni queness of the PA system and paved the
~~y forthe discovery of a number of new polyaromatic~based
nduct,ng polymer systems. These polyaromatics now 1nclude ne

H~)(p-PhenYlene sUlfide)(13,14), polypyrrole(15), po1ythlOPh~
theo; and Polyquinoline(l7). The PPP system was also 1mport:~_
tall e(tlCallY, sInce the generally similar behavlor expenmdtr y 18) of PPP and PA cast doubt on theories of dop,ng an
th:~~port whi en were hi qh 1y spec if i c to PA, i. e.. the sol 1 t~n

y of Su, Shrieffer and Heeger(8) and later others(1g·2 )
~~a~~Plied to polyacetyl ene , A coherent theory of dopi ng an~
is port appllcable to a broad range of conducting polymernow em . .erg1ng(25,26), and will be discussed here1n.

The unde t . f the parent(undoped) ~s andlng of the electronic structure 0 d·ffer•
ent the po ymers 1S now at a fai rly hi gh level. Many 1 the
variousoret:cal techniques(9,10,27_30) have been appl1ed t~s in
predict; conJugated polymers, with varying degreeS of SUCC\and_
Widths ng, for example, ionization potentials, bandgapS,. 1 is
especi~lfndphotoemission spectra. The ionization pote~t~apar.
ticular i Important, si nce it determines whether or nOl er

e ectron acceptor is capable of ionizing the po ym

222 R.R.CHANCEETAL.
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chain--the first step in obtaining a conducting polymer. Iodine,
for example, will ionize PA to produce a conducting complex, but
has little effect on the conductivity of PPP(18). This result is
due to the fact that i odi ne is a re 1at i ve ly weak elect ron accep-
tor and PPP has a hi ghe r ion i zat i on potent i a 1 than PA. The band-
width is important, at least in a qualitative sense, in that it
sives some indication of the extent of electron deloca1ization in
the system and suggests how mobile the carriers wi 11 be once pro-
duced by the ionization process. Only a qualitative correlation
can.be expected. since 1a rge geomet ri c changes wi11 occu r on
iomz tnq any organic material. The most successful technique
developed to date-- in terms of accu racy, computat i ona 1 cost, and
general applicability--is the Valence Effective Hamiltonian (VEH)
technique(31,32). The VEHtechnique has been broadly applied to
hydrocarbon(33-35). nitrogen-containing(36), and sulfur-
co~ta1nlng polymers(35,37) with remarkable success. For example,
oX1datlon and reduction potentials(38,39) are now being obtained
wlth the VEHtechnique which are in very good agreement with
experlment; this is important given the current high level of
1nterest in application of conducting polymers in batteries(6,7).

In this review we will summarize recent experimental and
;heoretical developments in the conducting polymers area, with
mphaslS placed on work carried out tn the Al l ied CorporatlOn
Iaboratori es , I n the next fou r sect ions we di scu ss experi menta 1
Work, including synthesis and doping of the polymers, conducting
polymer solutions, and spectroscopy of neutral and doped poly-
mers. The last two sections deal with theory as appl led to
understanding the undoped polymer precursors and the possible
charged defect structures that result from doping. The latter
1ncludes a discussion of a model (26) for "spin1ess" electrical
transport based on bipolarons (dications or dianions). ThismOdel . . .is shown to yield a coherent picture of dopms and carrler
transPort of general applicability to the wide range of doped
PolYmersystems.

Ir. SYNTHESIS ANODOPING OF CONJUGATEDPOLYMERS

are Akey development in the evolution of the conducting polymers
fr a 1S the discovery by Ito et al.(40) of a synthetlc route to
s ee-stand1ng, high-quality films of polyacetylene, PA. The
a~~thetlc routes for PA and other conducting polymer precursors
Zie 11lustrated in Figure 1. The synthesis of PA invol ves a
r gler-Natta catalyst which is coated onto the walls of the
eaction t 1 e gasus 1 vessel. This coating is exposed to ace yen
PAu~i1y at -78C and the reaction proceeds to produce a coherent
ty . 1mwhich coats the catalyst-exposed surfaces. The fllms.
P1cally f ..' then be peeledoff t . a ew hundred microns Hl thlckness, can

is u he lnterior surface of the reaction vessel. The catalyst
Sually washed out of the films by extraction with organlC

~..
i

' .,'.
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I ~>
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SYNTHESES OF CONDUCTING POLYMER PRECURSORS

H - -H
Ti(OBu)4

AI(Et)3

zteater-Natte

Polyacetyl.ne

Polyphenylene

sneeer-cratte

x-o-x + Na2S

Phillips Petro

Polyphenylene
Sulfide

Ho -e H

~ Polypyrrole

H
Electrochemical
Oxidative Coupling

Figure 1. Illustration of synthetic routes to conducting polymer
precursors.

Figure 2.
Electron micrograph of polyacetylene film. The 0 A
average fiber diameter in these films is about 80(44).
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solvents. PA produced in this mannner consists mainly of the cis
conformation. Isomeri zat i on to the trans conformati on proceeds
slowly at room temperatu re; nea r comp1ete convers i on to the trans
iscner 1S achieved by heating to typically 170C for twenty

H
trans cis

'mer

minutes. The isomerization process is activated by about 15
kcal/mole of CH units (at low conversions)(41); the trans isomer
lS more stable than the cis by about 10 kcal/mole(10). Doping of
the cis isomer with electron acceptors or electron donors also
results in isomerization to the trans isomer. The isomerization
process, as achieved by heating at least, results in additional
dlsorder in the system probably due to radical initiated cross-
l'inkinq, This crosslinking produces interchain single bonds
Wh,Chserve to interupt conjugation at the crosslink on each of
the chai ns involved. The resulting conjugation length dispersion
~as 1mportant effects on the electronic properties as evidenced
YUV-visib 1e spect ros copy and Raman spect roscopy (42,43). Thi s
potnt wlll be discussed in Section IV. Disorder is expected to
Sirongly i nfl uence bot h the opt i ca 1 and the elect ri ca 1 propert i es
o the doped compos i t ions.

f il Figure 2 shows a scanning electron micrograph of a PA
1 m(44). The fi 1m is composed of a bundl e of fi bers, the
;verage fiber diameter being around 800 A. Thefilms are about
D% vords , so that the overall density of the f i lm 1S about 0.4
t~/cm3compared to a theoretical density of about 1~2 gm/cm3.
is flbular morphology is particularily important in it s effect

on electrochemical properties since the resulting high surface
~~ea(-60 m2/gm) aids in the r~pid oxidation or reduction of the
fllms. In conducting polymer batteries, this effect leads to

very ht h 1 . 1h' 19 power densities(6 7). The PA films show a re at i ve y
q:g~degree of crystallinit;--sufficient for a fairly high
di;f~ty determination of the molecular structure vi a X-ray
r actlOn(45). The structural results, and recent NMR
w:sUltS(46), indicate a bond length alternation (difference bet-
fo~n double and single bond lengths) in the range 0.08 to 0.10 A
nattrans PA. Theoret i ca 1 pred i ct ions of the bond length a lte r-
rec~on are around 0.1 A according to ab initio results(10) and

nt MNDOresults(47).

dat A tYPical doping curve for PA is shown in Figure 3. These
ch a are taken from the work of Park et al . (48) The resul ts are
sharact~ri st i c of the dop i ng of PA in that they show a S-cu rve
me:P~Wlth a prec i pi tou s ri se in conduct i vity (semi conductor-to-
a transition?) at a doping level of about 2 to 4%. (More
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Figure 3. Conductivity versus doping
of poly acetylene (48) •
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Figure 4. Electrical conductivity of conducting polymerS. itieS
obtained with AsFS doping, compared to conduc~~;ing
of various metallic, semiconducting, and insu
materials.
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recent data(49) show an earlier rise in conductivity, a result
whichis attributed to improvements in the uniformity of the
doping.) The final conductivity achieved with AsFS cop inq in this
exampleis about 200 Sjcm. More recent work, including work on
oriented PA samples, has yielded values in excess of 1000 S/cm
(49). The identity of the dopant ion is still not fully re-
solved, but is probably AsF6- with some quantity of AsF3 incor-
porated as a solvating agent. The solvating role of AsF3 will
becomemore apparent in Section IV where we discuss conducting
polymersolutions. On doping, AsFS probably undergoes the
reactlon:

,5

3 AsFS + 2e ---> 2 AsF6- + AsF3

Evidence for this reaction is provided by identification of the
Asf6- species in infrared spectra of the doped polymer and the
observation of AsF3 evolution in the gas phase during doping.

Poly(p-phenylene), PPP, reacts with AsFS to produce a
compOSltlon(I8) with conductivity comparable to that of doped PA.
:hlSdiscovery was first announced by Ivory et a1.(12) in 1979.
PP is prepared by Friedel Crafts coupling of benzene (Flgure 1).

:he preparati~e method, extensively studied by Kovacic and co-
orkers (SO), 1nvo1ves low react i on temperatu res Wlth an a1umtnum

c~loride/cupric chloride catalystjoxident system and yields
: most exclusively the desired para-linked product. Chain .
1::9ths. are only about IS to 20 phenyl units! though the cnat n
W. gth lS probably increased somewhat on doplng wlth AsFS(18,Sl).
ith these relatively short chains interchain transport of

charge . ' 1· ·tl·ng. carr-ier-s must be very important and perhaps rate- 1m1
;n the conduction process The same statement is likely to be
a;~e for other conducting' polymer systems, though chain lengthS

generally much 10nger(S2).

it On expOsure to AsFS the conductivity of a PPP powder pressed
on 0 a pellet rises rapidly to about 1 Sjcm and then more slowly
(;~) a period of hours to a final conductivit~ of about SOOSjcm
d • The k,netics of doping is limited by d1ffuS10n of the
d~~ant into the interior of the PPP pellet. Conductivity versuS
of ;n9.1evel curves have not been obtained for PPP, and would be
fr lmlted va1ue gi ven the obv i ou s inhomogeneity of the process.
se~mthe data that are available, there is no indication of a
co ~conductor_to_meta 1 trans i t i on and it is expected that the

n uct1V1ty rises proportionately with doping level.

reac~~ly((p-PhenYlene sulfide), PPS, is produced by the cOUP~~~~d
commeronS3) illustrated in Figure 1. This process 1S prac 1
therma~~ally by Phillips Petroleum Company (X=Cl). jP\~~ \he
discov Y processible, high molecular weight thermop as 14) was

ery of conducting compositions derlved from ppS(13,
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particularly exciting because of its processibility ~nd commer-
cial availability. PPS produces a conduct inc compos t t ton on
exposure to AsFS in a manner that differs in important ways from
the two preceding examples. Conductivity levels are generally
lower--at least with conventional techniques (but see Sect ion
IV). Typically, conductivities in the range 1 to 10 S/cm are.
achieved on exposure to AsFS vapor. PPS is also distinctly d1f-
ferent in that significant chemical modification(S4) of thepre-
cursor polymer occurs during the doping process. This chemical
modt f icat ion primarily envolves intramolecular bridging to pro-
duce planar dibenzothiophene structures. The limit of thi s pro-
cess is poly(benzothiophene), which has a substantially lower.
calculated ionization potential than the parent PPS(37). It 1S
be l i eved that thi s chemica I modi f i cat ion is requ i red to reach the
upper l imit of conduct i v ity of doped PPS. The inhomogeneity of
The inhomogeneity of the doping process is well documented w1th
PPS and will be discussed briefly in Section IV.

Polypyrrole, PPY, has been extensively studied by re- .
searchers at IBM(16,55). It is produced by an e l sct rochentce l
oxidative cOupling process which yields an acceptor-doped con-
ducting complex directly, such as PPY+BF4- (Figure I). rne con-
duct ivt ty of this complex is typically 100 S/cm and surprls~nglY
shows a high degree of ai r stability. (Conducting composltlOnS
of PA, PPP, and PPS show poor air stability because of reactlons
W1th water vapor.) The i oni zat i on potent i a I of PPY is very low--
about 0.7 eV lower than PA. This too is surprising since
VEH(36,38) and other calculations(g) show that the highest .
occupled valence band is almost identical to that of cis PAw1th
no contribution from the nitrogen atoms. Nevertheless, the VEH
computat1onal technique (as discussed in Section VI) reproduces)
the low ionization potential of PPY with remarkable accuracy(38 .

Conductivities for these four polymers and various donor and/
acceptor dopants are compiled in Table I. Note that for polymer
dopa~t systems that aChieve reasonable conductivity levels, there
1S little sensitivity to the actual identity of the dopant. For
e~a~p 1e , 12 and AsF5 doped PA yi e I d essent i ally the same conduc-
tlv1t1es •. The same is true in donor doping with Li, Na, ~nd.K
Yleldlng slmllar conductivity values for PPP and PA (not tndi- s
cated 1n the table). Conductivities obtained with donor dopant
are generally lower than those with acceptor dopants; forPA,
defect calculatlons(47) suggest that the anion is intrinslcallY
more 10cal1zed which might lead to a lower mobility for nega-
t tve ly charged carriers. The smaller size of the donor dopant
~ounterlons m1ght also tend to localize carriers. Note that I? n
oes n?t lonlze ppp and PPS; this is due to the higher ionlZat;o
~ne~tlals(34) of these polymers compared to PA (see Section ~p~.

a 1 metals such as K in Table I fail to dope both PPS and '
probably because of the low electron affinities of these
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polymers(34,38).

Conductivities comparable to those displayed in Table I can
also be achieved in many cases by electrochemical doping. In
this process the polymer is placed in an electrolyte, Li+AsF6- in
propylene carbonate for example, with a counter electrode such as
lithium metal (5-7). For acceptor doping, a voltage is applied
such that the polymer is made pos i ti ve with respect to the
lithium electrode; at sufficient applied voltage electrochemical
oxidation of the polymer occurs. As the polymer is oxidized, the
anion, AsF6-, diffuses into the polymer and the cation, Li+, is
r:duced to Li' and plated out on the lithium electrode. This
slmple doping process will stop when the polymer becomes suf-
Iictent ly oxi di zed so that compet i ng processes, such as sol vent
oXldatlOn or chemical degradation of the polymer, become more
favorable energetically than further oxidation of the polymer.
for practical conditions, electrochemical doping yields doping
levels similar to those displayed in Table I. The open circuit
VOltage, which measures the difference in chemical potential be-
tween the two elect rodes,

Table I. Conductivities of polyacetylene[PA], poly(p-phenylene)
[PPP], poly(p-phenylene sulfide)[PPS], and polypyrrole
[PPY] with various dopants

Polymer Dopant Ion (Conc.)a Conducti vity (S/cm) Ref. and Notes

aprobablconcent e dopant cat i on or an ion is gi ven along with the mala r
to mo1 rat, on of the dopant on the bas is of moles of that ion

es of the minimum chemical repeat unt t of the polymer,

PA
PA
PA
PA

PPP
PPP
ppp
PPP

PPS
PPS
PPS
PPS

Ppy
PPY
PPY
Ppy

13- (0.10)
AsF6-(0.10)
BF4-(0.Og)
K+(0.16)

Ir
AsF6-(0.4)
BF4-(0.2)
K+(0.6)

13-
AsF6- (0.7)
BF4-
K+

550
HOO
100
50

<10-5
500
70
20

<10-5
5

<10-5

600
100
100

<10-5

3
3
3, b
56, c, d

18
18
57, b
18

54
54

54, b

-

55
55
55
55
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e.g., CH for PA, C6H4 for PPP, C6H4S for PPS, and C4H3Nfor
PPY.

bDoping with BF4- achieved by exposure to N02+BF4-' . In PPP the
high doping level shown was obtained by further dop inc with
electrochemical techniques(57).

COoping with potassium (and other alkali metals) is usual Iy
achieved by exposure to potassium naphthalide solutlon.

dRecent work involving the annealing of donor-doped PA has
yielded conductivites up to about 500 S/cm(58).

off ers fundament a 1 i nf ormat i on on the energet ics of the dOP;;9_
process and the relative energetics of doping the ver i ous po Y
mers. This is particularly true at low doping levels aswlll
become evi dent when we di scu s s inSect i on VI the theoret 1ca1
prediction of redox potentials of these polymers.

The.electrochemical doping process described above provides
the bas is for the application of conducting polymers In re-
cha rgab 1e batteri es , The cop i ng process in the above exampIe
provides the energy storage mechanism and is therefore the bat-
tery charging process. If a load is placed in the external Cl~-
cuit of the charged polymer battery, current wi 11 flow and wor
w i l l be done as the battery di scharges i.e., as the polymer
"dedopes" (undergoes reduction back to the neutral state) and
lithium metal is oxidized. In the battery application the so-
llthlum can be replaced by lithium doped polymer to make the
called "double polymer battery". A third and lowest voltage.
configuration is lithium doped polymer ve;sus lithium, whereIn
the polymer is doped during discharge and undoped during charge.
The prlnclpal problems challenging battery applicatlons are
SOlvent stablllty, self discharge, and polymer st ab i l i ty ,

III. ELECTRONICPROPERTIESOF DOPEDCONJUGATEDPOLYMERS

One of the main driVing forces in research in the conductin;
polymers area is the hope of combining the electronic propertle
ofmetals with the materials properties (especially proces~-ioned
lblllty) of plastics. A number of applications can be e~vlsin
ln~olvlng the displacement of metals, electromagnetic shIeld r~s
be inq one of the most attractive. One of the promising feat~
of doped polymers is that the conductivity can be varied In d
Cont~olled manner over many orders of magnitude, as i1lustra~~on:
In Flgure 4~ Two problems hamper the advance toward appllC\ ni-
l) poor envlronmental stability and 2) loss of desirable mec~ity
cal propertles on dOping. Only in the PPS case is processlb~lU_
malntalned through the discoverY(5g) of conducting polymer s
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tions (Section IV). In this section, we will briefly summarize
the electronic properties, beginning with some general comments
on the doping process followed by a discussion of spectrocopic
changeson dop i nq ,

figure 5 illustrates the doping and compensation process and
the usual conf i gurat i on for conduct i vi ty measu rement. The pre-
cursor polymer (an electrical insulator) is mounted with four
probes typi ca lly ina van der Pauw arrangement (60). The voltage
V is measured between two adjacent probes while a current i is
passed between the other two. The conductivity a is determined
as (ln2)i/.dV, where d is the sample thickness. In the insu-
latlng state a is very low and strongly temperature activated.
for.example, in undoped trans PA o is about 10-6 s/cm with an
actlVation energy of about 0.3 eV(56). In undoped PPP, a is much
lower (Flgure 4) and the activation energy is higher,-0.7 eV(18).
Onexposure to an electron acceptor the conductivity increases.
to, in favorable cases values in excess of 100 S/cm. The actl-vat· ,10n energy for o decreases substantially on doping to near
zero for PA and PPP, an i ndi cat i on of meta 1-1 ike behavi or. With
a~ceptor doping, Hall-coefficient measurements(l8) clearly show
ihat the conduction is p-type, i.e., positively charged carriers.
lS lS an lmportant poi nt in that it demonstrates that the

maJorlty carriers move through the organic material and not
through the dopant array This question arises in the doped
POlymHsbecause of the ~elatively high dopant concentrations,
muchhlgher than those encountered typically in the doping of
~nOrganic semiconductors. The acceptor-doped polymer can be
~ompensated" (neutralized) at this point by addition of an
:hectron donating agent as illustrated in Figure 5. Optimally,
is process returns th~ polymeric material to its starting com-

POsltion W .. h PPS th dopingp • e have al ready mentloned that Wlt e
p~~c~ssresults in significant chemical modification(54) ~f the
anaiaer. The processes illustrated m Flgure 5 can be wntten

gously for donor dopi ng.

matThe increase in conductivity on doping is accompanied by dra-
con~~changes in optical properties. As expected for such highly
is bctlng materials substantial free-electron 11ke absorptlon
In 0 Served in the i ~f ra red regi on of spect ra of doped polymers.
spe~st cases this absorption effectively masks the lnfrared
OPt~c:~mof the polymer. There are also dramatic changes in
6(565 spectra at higher energies, as illustrated i n Flgure
Pol ,1,13,55). The intrinsic absorption of the precursor.
appymerdecreases as new lowe rene rgy nea r- i nf rared absorpt 1ons
pOI;~r. At high doping levels the bandgap absorption of th~
PPS(l~r [l.5 eV for PA(43,56), 3.4 ev for PPP(18), 3.6 ev or
spect l, and 3.0 eV for PPY(55)] completely disappears. The
dOPin;u~for PA shown in Figure 6 is taken at an interm~~~~~~y on

evel; the new peak at about 0.7 eV appears inme -
--
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Figure 5.

Figure 6.
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Spectroscopic changes on doping of polacetyleneJ
polY(p-pheneylene Sulfide). po.Lyfp-cphenyLene}, a~~
polypyrrole. Data are taken from references 56, he
13) and 55, respectively. The shaded areaS show t
new transitions which appear on doping.
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do~ingand grows in i ntens ity as the dopi ng 1eve 1 is increased.
Ihis peak has been assigned to a "sol iton", t ,e ,; to an elec-
tronic transition from the valence band of PA to an empty
(cation; acceptor case) or filled (anion; donor case) midgap
level(8). Wewill discuss solitons in Section VII. The soliton
dopingand transport mechanism has been promoted by Su, et al,
(8) to exp1a in the observat i on of spi n1ess transport in doped
PA(49,56)using the optical absorption data of Figure 6 as pri-
maryevidence for solitons. Bredas et al.(2S) have shown this
explanation of the optical data to be nonunique, since radical
cation or radical anion (polaron) absorption explains not only
the PAabsorption data, but a1 so those for other polymers to
WhlChthe soli ton theory does not app ly ,

Oneattractive aspect of the soli ton theory of charge
transport is that the carriers (cations or anions) carry no spin,
i.e., the conduct i ng compos it ions do not conta in unpa ired e1ec-
trons: ESRexperiments on the doping of PA(49) show that in cer-
laIn lntermediate doping regimes the spin concentration is much
~werthan expected from the observed conduct i vity values; th is
P enomenon1S referred to as spinless conductlv1ty. If the con-
duct' ,ion 1nvo1ved a norma 1 process of def ect- induced hole or
gectron transport, there would be a direct cor~elation between
Rdeterml ned sp in concent rat i on and conduct 1Vlty , The same

concluSion of spinless conduction is obtained from ESR experi-
~:~iS on doped PPP(61); howeve r the soliton theory is not app 1i-
altee to the PPP system(2S). In Section VII, we present an
di rnate transport mechanism based on bipolarons (dtcat tons or
sy,atn'OnS)which is applicable to all conducting polymer
s ems(26).

IV. CONDUCTINGPOLYMERSOLUTIONS

avai:Oly(p-Phenylene sulfide), PPS, is the only commericial1y
Ga able processib1e precursor to a conducting polymer complex.
chSphase doping of PPS films with AsFS leads to substantial
I emlcal and physical alteration of the polymer and a substantial
S~~~i~fthe mechanical properties of the parent polymer. _ In this
allo n we wlll describe a recently discovered method Wh1Ch

ws the retention of processibi1ity in the PPS system.

ASF/:~mmeret, al , (62) have recently shown that the addition of
rate' per dun ng the dop ing process enhances the AsFS doprnq
weak~~ the PPS system by a factor of ,1000: AsF3 can act as a
effect W1Sac td (AsFS is a strong Lew1s ac id ) but alone has no
AsF on the conductivity of PPS. When AsF3 is comblned wlth
ShowS'a synergistic effect on the doping rate is obte ined as

n'nF' ' tfthe do 19ure 7. AsF3 appears to act as a solvatlng agen or
alloWi~edPolymer, lowering the energy of the coped complex and

g enhanced dopant diffusion into the ,ntenor of the PPS
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film: Films doped in this manner show improved mechanical pro-
pert ies compared to those prepared with AsF5 alone •

. In extending the use of AsF3 from the gas phase to the solu-
tron phase, Frommmer et a1.(5g) discovered the first example of a
conducting polymer solution: AsF5-doped PPS in liquid AsF3. High
quallty conducting polymer fi lms can be cast from this solution.
These films show electrical properties which are substantially
better than previously obtained with conductivities ranging up to
200 S/cm. Thi s conductivity is 10 to 100 times better than that
found with gas phase doping. Furthermore, the films show good
strength and fl exi bi I ity compa red to the bri ttl e , inhomogeneous I y
doped films obtained on doping melt-molded PPS films in the
absence of AsF3.

The so I ut ions are bri ght blue in appea rance and spectro-
(coPlcally they are quite similar to the AsF5-doped PPS films
/lgUre 6). One might expect that the effective conjugatlOn
ength for the ionized PPS chain in solution would be substan-

t ia lly Shorter than in the soli d state because of the more hi gh1Y
dlsordered chain configurations in the solution phase. This does
not seem to be the case--at least to the extent that these
shorter conj ugat ion 1engths wou1d be refl ected in the spect r o-
SCOP1Cproperties. The delocalization length for a charge or for
:n excited state on a PPS chain can be estimated to be about 3 to

repeat units by compari son to 01 i gomer data. Thus the spectro-
:~OP1Cproperties of the conducting polymer solutions suggest
h:t local. order on this scale is maintained rn the solutlOn

~h se. ThlS observation further suggests the poss1b1llty that
e 10nlzed PPS chains in solution are capable of lntra-chaln

conduction. ESR experiments(59 63) on the solution are consist-
:ntwlth this idea in that they'snow a strong oysonian lineshape
~ndlcative of the transport of conduction electrons in the so lu-
e;on. The basic Similarities between optical spectra (both
a ectron1c and Vibrational) obtained on conventlOnally doped PPS
s~~ on doped PPS solutions confi rm the description of the ASF3

utlon as a "conducting polymer solution".

V. SPECTROSCOPYOF POLYACETYLENE

overThe opt i ca 1 propert i es of PA have been extens i ve I y stud i ed
resuI~he.past few years(56,64-66). One of the most emphas

lZed

vis.bls 1S the contrasting behavior of cis and trans PA. The
pea: ae spectrum, reflection or transmissiO~, for C1S PA sh~~~w:d
by a t 2.1 eV corresponding to the 0-0 .-. transltlon, fo is
broadv1brational progression. In contrast. the trans spectru~ec_
tio and unstructured with a peak at about 1.8 eV. In tht s . h
de~ we will present new results obtained by Eckhardt (43). WhlC
of tnstrate that vibrational structure in the reflection spect;um

rans PA can be retained after isomerization from C1S PA--l
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isomerization conditions are carefully controlled. This is an
important fi ndi ng, si nce it estab 1i shes that el ectron-phonon
coupl i ng in the trans PA excited state is much stronger than pre-
viously thought, and probably not that different from the cis
case. Furthermore, it strongly suggests that the lowest energy
optical peak in trans PA is excitonic in origin, a result already
supported by photoconduction experiments(66) and electron energy
loss spectroscopy(65).

The spectroscopic results obtained by Eckhardt(43) are shown
in Figure 8. Reflection spectra are given for thick films of C1S
and trans PA, the latter being obtained via a careful lsomerlZa-
tion at I70C for 30 minutes. It is clear that vibrational struc-
ture is maintained on isomerization to trans PA; in fact, the
lowest energy peak at 1.5 eV is clearly the most intense,.wh1ch
su ggests a 0-0 ass i gnment for th is peak. The spect rum Wh1ch
resu 1ts f rom excess exposu re to hi gh tempe ratu res duri ng iso-
merization is also shown. The intensity of the 0-0 band 1S
decreased, and the spectrum is evolving towards the broad
structureless spectra previously reported for trans PA(56,64,66) .

. Inthe bottom portion of Figure 8, transmission spectra for
t hin fllms of PA are shown. These are in good agreement w1th
results in the literature(56,64,66). The 0-0 transition eV1dent
rn the trans PA reflection spectrum appears only as a shoulder
(at 1.5 eV) in the transmission spectrum--a result which Suggests
more disorder in the thin films than in thick films. Etemad et t
al.(67) have assigned this shoulder as a polaron absorption; tha
as s t qnmsnt 1S ruled out by these data.

These results clearly point to the important role played by
di d . th con-.1 sor. er 1n trans PA. I n most samples studi ed to date e on
j uqat t on lengths are highly dispersed, with an average length
the order of 25 to 50 double bonds(42,43). This conjugat1on 8
length d1spersion is supported not only by the data of FlgUr\
(stong absorptlOn at high energies), both also very stron~lY y
rl:'sonance Raman spectroscopic studies(42). The defect WhlCh
dl s rupt s conJugatlon length is likely to be a carbon-carbon
sln~le ~ond crosslink for:med during the radical initiated.JS~~h
merlZatlOn process. It 1S unlikely that charge carners, whout
~re ~epelled by chain ends(47), can get by these defects w1th
opp i nq to the next chai n , Thus charge transport over even

m1croscoplC dlstances must importantly involve interc~aln
hOPP1ng-p robab ly as the rate- 1 i mit i ng step in conduct 1Vl ty.

VI. THEORETICALSTUDIESOF CONJUGATEDPOLYMERS

In this
the Valence
interest to

t· . . tiOO ~sec 10n we w1ll bri efl y summari ze the app 11ca of
Effective Hamiltonian (VEH) technique to polymerS nt
the conduct i ng polymers area. I n a seri es of rece
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papers(33-39) we have demonstrated the applicability of the VEH
technique in predi ct i ng i oni zat i on potentials, bandgaps, band-
wldths, and X-ray photoelectron emission spectra. Most recently
wehave extended this work to include ol iqomers and to calculate
th: redox properties of oligomers and polymers. We will discuss
this recent work in some detail here, since it serves to demon-
strate the remarkable utility of the VEHmethod to the conducting
polymers area.

The VEHtechnique employs atomic potentials derived from
double zeta ab initio calculations on small molecules to compute
ihe,valence band electronic structure of large molecules(31,32).
t lS tmport ant to emphasize that the VEHtechnique is completely
i:eoretical., No experimental information has been used to deri ve
, : VEHatomi c potentials. Nevertheless, the technique yields ab
l~ltlO double zeta quality results with negligible computer time,
Slnce only one electron integrals are evaluated and SCF iterative
cycles are completely avoided. The only experimental information
necessary is the geometry of the oligomer or polymer being con-
sldered. Often in our work this is unknown. For this reason, we
:~Ploy the MNOO(Modified Neglect of Oifferential Overlap) semi-
thPln ca 1 procedu re (68) to compute geometri es; the MNDOgeomet ry
en serves as input to the VEH program.

1 Someof Our results are given in Table 11 for oligomers and
po/mers in four systems which serve as precursors to conducting
~o ymers: PA, PPP, PT (poly thiophene), and PPY. The theoretical
a~~u~ts are summarized as gas phase ionization potentials (IP)
det andgaps (Eg) and compared where possible to experlmental
cia~~mlnatlOns. Agreement with experiment is quite good, espe-

Y wlth rega rd to the IP va 1ues .

stra~~evious work (33 ,34 ,37) with the VEHtechnique has demon-
C
d that IP values for the polymers after a 1.9 eV downward
orrect' "ex .t i nn for polarization energy are in good agreement w1th
thPenmental estimates We have aiso considered in some detail
edlph' ) it hi01 enylpolyene series and have reproduced(38,39 to W1t t n a

(i4)e~ or less the gas phase IP values obtained by Hudson et al •
Thi or dlphenylpolyenes with up to 8 polyene double bonds.
re s11S remarkably good agreement considering the fact that these
ic~~ ts are obtained with a technique that is completely theoret-
tial' Weare also able to compute oxidation and reduct10n poten-
With\ for the di phenyl po 1yenes whi ch are in excellent agreement
a scal~per1mentp8,39). For the calculation of redox potentlals,
to th factor 1S necessary to adjust from the gas phase IP scale
che.e Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE) scale for the electro-
IP_~l:al measurements. We find for the scaling: IP~6.3 = Eox and

g 6.3 = Ered' where Eox is the oxidation potent1al and Ered
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Table II. Gas Phase Ion i zat i on Potent i a 1s (I P) and Bandgaps(Eg).
All energies are given in eV. Experimental IP values
are taken from gas phase experiments; experimental E9
values are taken from absorption peaks in solution
spect r a ,

System Chai n VEH Experiment
Length(n) IP Eg I P(ref) Eg(ref)

PA 1 10.16 7.85 10.51(69) -7.5(70)
2 8.78 5.29 9.06(69) 5.7(70)
3 8.12 4.09 4.6 (70)
00 6.67 1.45 1.5(43)

PPP 1 9.30 6.69 9.24(71) 5.9(71}
2 8.34 4.88 8.32(71) 4.9(71)
3 7.97 4.18 8.20(71 ) 4.4(71)
00 7.45 3.23 3.6(18)

PT 1 9.29 5.51 8.95(69) 5.4(711
2 8.14 3.65 4.1(71}
3 7.71 2.93 3.5(71)
00 7.01 1.71

PPY 1 8.13 7.01 8.23(73) 6.0(71)
2 6.89 5.24 4.4(72)
3 6.43 4.35 3.6(71)
00 5.68 2.99 3.o(15)

is the reduction potential. The 6.3 eV correction factor is in
~~~~ agreement with previ ous compari sons of experimental IP
als eswlth Eox values (75). Using this same scale factor w~
dO flnd good agreement between VEHpredictions and observe II

re ox potentials for the other oligomers considered in Table '
Havi °ons fort h d ng established the reliablity of the VEHpredictl °mpor-

ta~/e ox properties of ol t qomer-s , we may now consider th~ ~ers.

Th
o problem of predicting the redox properties of the po Y One
1 s is importa t b °11 determ1

th 1 n ecause these redox potentials Wl °th the
o~ vo tage characteristics of battery cells constructed w~
~o/mers, 1.e. the open ci rcuit voltage (Voc) of the batte o~;
el ec~~~~~l e, /oc for a battery with acceptor-doped PA/~~erence
between E anf Ll for the other should be roughly the f\ ul-
Similarl ox or PA and Ered for Li (Ered same as Eox 0 earlW
should bY' Voc for the double polymer battery mentloned by
construc~i~o~9hlY E9x-Ered for polymer, which is just/~y trUe

n, experl ments show that th is is app rox 1ma e
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for both PA and PPP(5-7) •

Table III shows a compari son of VEHtheory and experiment for
the oxidation and reduction potentials of the four polymers con-
sIdered in this section. It should be pointed out that the cal-
culations refer to the first oxidation or reduction potentials
of the polymers (initial removal or addition of one electron).
Therefore, Eox or Ered would correspond to onset values in terms
of the observed oxi dat i on or reduct i on of the polymers. The
e(xpenmental values shown in Table III are derived accordingly
38,39).

Table III. Comparison of VEH predictions of oxidation and
reduction potentials (volts versus SCE) to those
deri ved from experi menta 11y observed oxi dat ion
and reduct i on onset s ,

Polymer~ Reduct ion Potenti a1
VEHTheory Exp. ( ref)Oxidation Potential

VEHTheory Exp. ( ref)

_1.3(57,76)

-2.1(57)

PA 0.4 0.2(57,76) -1.1

PPP 1.2 0.9(57) -2.1

PTP 0.7 0.6(71) -1.0

PPI -0.6 -0.4(55) -3.6 ->2.9(77)

III ;~e agreement between theory and experiment shown in Table
uncert qUlte good; in fact the agreement is probably wt tmn the
set alnlty of the experimental determination of the redox on-
Si s, It 1s espec i ally important to poi nt out that the surp rl-
w;;~IY low oxidation potential of PPY is predicted by VEHtheory

good accu racy.

in t~; Summary the VEH techni que has proven to be a po~erful tool
pol calculatlon of the electronic pr-oper t t es of conjugated
ban~m~~~. Though intended only for application to the valence
cases t ated properties such as IP, we also find that 1nmany d
reliabh~ lowest energy optical transition is computed wlth goo

lllty.
VII . NEUTRALANDCHARGEDDEFECTS IN CONJUGATEDPOLYMERS

has ~ost of the theoretical work in the conducting polymerS area
POIYm:~nconcerned with neutral and charged. defects on the _
Pletel ChaIns. We will not attempt to rev i ew thls work com of
the Pr~blbut instead will discuss some of the general asp~~~s an

em and recent results from our laboratory, tnc lu g
.....
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emerging coherent picture of doping and carrier transport appli-
cable to all conducting polymer systems. The discussion will
concent rate on PA and PPP.

Figure 9 shows the various charged defects that could be
formed On ionlZation of PA or PPP by an electron acceptor, A:
polarons (radical cations), bipolarons (dications), and charged
so 1i tons (cat ions). Most of the work in the 1iterature has been
concerned with solitons, both neutral (radical) and charged.
Thi s work dates back to Pop1e and lola1ms 1ey (11), who recognlZed
that a radical on a PA backbone Would be able to migrate iso:
energeticallY along the PA chain because the structures on e,th:r
side of the defect have the same energy. This idea was extende
and promoted by Su et a1.(8) in the language of field theory as
an exc tanat ton Of much of the interesting physics of the PA
system. Ofspecial interest was the possibility of charge
transport v13 Charged solitons. This idea was appea11ngbecaus:
of the experlmental observation of spinless transport, i ,e. th
ESR measurem:nt(49) of a spin concentration too low to account
for the observed level of conductivity. However, as we have f
already pointed out the same experimental observation is made or
PPP(61) • PPP ca nnot support sol Hons since the st ructu res on
either side of the charged defect would not be of the same
energy. This is illustrated in Figure 9 for the cation defect on
pPP; the benwid structure to the left of the defect is sign,;"
cant 1Y lower 1n energy than the qu i noi d st ructu re to the r1gh .
ThuS, the so l t t on theory of doping and transport is unappeal,ng
because of 1tS lack of generality to the numerous conduct,ng
polymer systems other than PA.

We began our work in this area by asking the question: What
defect structure do we expect on removal of one electron from:
conjugated polymer, such as PPP or PA? Previous work(8) woul d
imply that a one electron ionizHion ~f PA would yield an unbOUn
charged sol1ton/neutral antlsoliton pair. This picture was nd
obvi ously not va 11d for PPP, S1nce the defect pa i r must be bOU
due to the nondegenerate ground state structure of PPP. In othe~
words, the [om zation event in PPP should produce a polaron w';
a structure l i ke that shown m F1gure 9. In fact, we have bee
ble to show(24,25) that the same is true for PA and that the]

~efect pair is strongly bound in forming a pOlar~n. ourcalCU:;
'ons which use Huckel theory and a construction very s1m,lar

t~at ~P10yed by Su et a1.(8), predict that ionization of eith:rt
\ or PPP yields a polaron. We are'also able to show(24,25)t a
P both PA and PPP two polarons w1ll-interact to produce a b'-
1nlaron (Figure 9), but w1th an actlVation barrier dependent onns
POfect concentration. Once polarons interact to form bipolarol
de PA the charged defects can then move eSSentially independen~nl
j n h d solitons. (However, the dopant counterions would the
as carge charged defects near the ionization site.) In PPPt
to pln the

DOPED CONIUGA 1

Figure 9.

Figure 10.
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POLYACETYLENE POLY (p-PHENYlENE)
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Figure 9. Charged defect structures on trans polyacetylene and
poly(p-phenylene).
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Figure 10. Schematic illustration of interchain transport(26) in
polyacetylene and poly(p-phenylene).
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bipolaron would remain as a well-defined entity since the two
charged defects are bound (or in the language of field theory
confined) due to the nondegenerate ground state.

How can one get spinless transport in these systems? In the
PPP case the only likely possib1ity is the bipolaron spems de-
picted in Figure g. Spin1ess transport in PA has been attnbuted
to charged sol itons(8); this assignment has immediate limltatlons
when interchain transport is considered. It is now well-
established that disorder in the PA system requires that ,
interchain transport be facile for efficient carrier ~g~tlon:
Consider an infinite PA chain containing one charged snl iton wIth
a neighboring, defect-free chain, as depicted in Figure 10. ThIs
sol iton cannot jump to the next chai n si nce an i nfi nitely large
activation barrier is required in the reorganization of bond,
lengths that would ensue from such a jump. The sol iton mechanlSI
is al~o unattractive for finite chains since the soliton canna:a
Jump lsoenergetically in that case. Kive1son(78) has dlSCUSSe
model for interchain transport that gets around the above prob-
lems by requiring a neutral soliton on the next chain. ThIS
model would be applicable only at very low doping levels, since
any neutral sol itons that are present in PA (trapped between Thus
c~ossl1nks) would be immediately ionized on further dop,ng. the
KlVelson's model has limited applicability and cannot addresS h
problem of spinless transport observed at doping levels as hliat
as 2%(49). In any case, Kive1son's theory ignores the fact t
aneutral and a charge soliton form a bound state, a polaron,
wlth a binding energy of about 0.3 eV (24,25).

The above problems are eliminated by a model in which th~::on
are two solitons (a bipolaron) on an infinite chain. The so
pan can jump to the next chain isoenergetically and with ~il;tJ
~~~s~:ab1e activation barrier (Figure 10). The jump pr~b~ontain
the 0 solltons separated by x carbon atoms, p(x), wll

fOllOWIng elements:

P(x) = F(x) Q1(X) Q2(X) (I)

where F(x) i th f the vibra-tional s e Franck Condon factor (or square 0 f finding
a secon~verlap) for the jump; Q1(x) is the probabIlIty ~n a
single chcha~ged soliton x carbon atoms from the f~rst suitable
(unoccu .aln, and 02(x) is the probability of flndlng a olaron•
F(x) Pled) sIte on chain 2 to receive the x_length blP Ol(xl

would be ex t .' creases.is expected t bPec ed to decrease rap idl y as x In the concen-,
tration of o. e peaked at roughly l/C, where C IS ween SOlI'
tons of l'kS01ltons, due to the coul ombt c repulSIon be~ would
lead to s~ e charge. Q2(x) is derivable from Q1(x), an tion to
the conduc~uratlon of the spin1ess (bipo1aron) contrlb~tribut;on
to the cond~~~tYat high C. The spin1ess bipolaron ~~ng Eq. I

I vi tv, 0++, can be computed by Integra

242 R. R. CHANCE ETAt.
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over x and multiplying by C:

0++ = C J P(x) dx (2 )

Wehave modeled this process and computed conductivity versus C
curves Wh1Chare very similar to those obtained experimentally
(Ftqure 3). For the purposes of this discussion we will only
cons ider qualitative aspects of the results of this model. At
low C, there will be few soliton pairs of sufficiently small x
for transport to take place due to the F(x) term; i.e., F(x) at
the peak 1n the QI(X) distribution will be small. As C in-
creases~ 0++ will increase superlinearly since the peak in QI(X)
w1ll shif t to lower x values where F(x) is larger. At still
larger C values, 0++ will level off and eventually decrease due
to the small value of the Q2(x) term, as there will now be few
s t t es available for accepting the bipolaron. Thus, the net
result from this model, qualitatively, is an 5-shaped curve for
the spinless bipolaron contribution to the conductivity. The
detailed calculations we have carried out with this model (26)
bear out this qualitative discussion and yield results quite
slm1lar to the experimental data shown in Figure 3.

For PPP, the situation is quite different. In that case, the
two charged defects making up the bipolaron are bound. Our cal-
cUlat10ns(24,2S) indicate that the bipolaron will extend over
about five rings in PPP (though we ignore any coulombic effects).
Thus, in our treatment the bipolaron is a well-defined entity of
11mlted spatial extent in PPP, so that the F(x) term becomes a
constant as does the QI(x) term. Therefore, the spinless con-
tnbut10n to the conductivity will rise tn proport10n to C,
eventually saturating and decreasing when the Q2 term becomes
small , No experimental data for conductivity versus dOp,ng le~el
exists for PPP--the problem being the inhomogeneity of the dOplng
process. There is some experimental indication of the eX1stence
of blpolarons in AsFS-doped PPP(79) •

. Bipolaron transport offers a reasonable explanation fo~
splnless transport in PA and PPP. The model is not spec1f1C to
PA, rn that it does not requi re a degenerate ground state. Our
model for charge transport via bipolarons tn PPP 1S appllcable to
the broad range of conducting polymer systems. It should be .
emphasized, however, that we have made no explicit cons1deratlon
of the effect of the dopant ion array on the transport process.

Application of this model obviously assumes the reliabi l ity
of the observat i on of sp i n1ess transport, for which the. eV1dence
is strong(49,80) but not uni versally accepted. In part1cul ar, .
Epstein et al.(81) suggest that in the 12 doping of PA the maqnet f c
and el ect r ica I data can be adequately expIal ned by amode 1 based
on variable range hopping. Their model requires a flnlte denslty
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of states at the Fermi level and is based on the theoretial work
of Mele and Rice(82) who argue that a finite density of states
will be induced at the Fermi level by disorder. The most recent
data from Chung et al.(80) argues quite strongly that in Na doped
PA the dens ity of states is much too small to account for ob-
served conductivities. Thus, though the question is not entirely
res 01 ved, the experi menta 1 evi dence st ill favors sp i n1ess trans-
port.

To surrmarize, we offer the following qualitative picture of
the doping and transport process of general applicability to con-
ducting polymer systems. First, the dopant, which we will take
to be an acceptor, ionizes the chain to produce a polaron .
(radical cation). This polaron is pinned to the ionization srte
and does not contribute significantly to conductivity. As more
dopant is added, the chain is ionized further and a higher con-
centration of polarons is formed. Also, the polarons can be
further ionized to produce a bipolaron (dication), the polaron
being more easily ionized than the polyacetylene chain. As the
po 1a ron concent rat ion inc reases, po 1a rons interact to produce
bipolarons, which are uncorrelated charged solitons in the PA
case and correlated dications in PPP and other cases. The bt-
polarons transport charge via interchain hoping, and are .
responsible for the observed spinless conductivity. At st111
higher doping levels, there is little left of the electronlC
structure of the original polymer; geometric distortions due to
the charged defects overlap spatially along the polymer cham
so that the energy gap between occupied and unoccupied states
is eliminated(83). At this point conventional conductlv1ty
involving carriers with spin sets in. Note again that th1S
overall picture applies equally well to all conducting polymer
systems.

DOPE!
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